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Publishers note
The Publisher regrets that during the production process of Volume 205 for the Journal
of Pure and Applied Algebra, unfortunately, the Communicated Editors are incorrect
mentioned on several articles. The Publisher apologises for this.
The correct Communicated Editors should read as:
Non-standard automorphisms and non-congruence subgroups of SL2 over Dedekind
domains contained in function fields, page 189-209, A.W. Mason, Andreas Schweizer,
Communicated by S. Donkin.
On the coinvariants of modular representations of cyclic groups of prime order, page 210-
225, Mu¨fit Sezer, R. James Shank, Communicated by A.V. Geramita.
Primary decomposition II: Primary components and linear growth, page 226-242,
YongweiYao, Communicated by A.V. Geramita.
Neat rings, page 243-265, Warren Wm. McGovern, Communicated by A.V. Geramita.
On the length equalities for one-dimensional rings, page 266-278, D.P. Patil, G. Tamone,
Communicated by A.V. Geramita.
Computing border bases, page 279-295, Achim Kehrein, Martin Kreuzer, Communicated
by A.V. Geramita.
Lusztig’s isomorphism theorem for cellular algebras, page 296-309, Jun Ding, Jun Hu,
Communicated by C. Kassel.
A resolution (minimal model) of the PROP for bialgebras, page 341-374, Martin Markl,
Communicated by I. Moerdijk.
Submodule categories of wild representation type, page 412-422, Claus Michael Ringel,
Markus Schmidmeier, Communicated by I. Reiten.
Filtered colimits in the effective topos, page 446-451, Jaap van Oosten, Communicated by
G. Rosolini.
Cyclic-type cohomology of strict inductive limits of Fre´chet algebras, page 471-497,
Zinaida A. Lykova, Communicated by S. Donkin.
The multiplicity and the Cohen–Macaulayness of extended Rees algebras of equimultiple
ideals, page 498-509, Vieˆt Quoˆc Duong, Communicated by A.V. Geramita.
The bicategories of corings, page 510-541, Tomasz Brzezin´ski, L. El Kaoutit,
J. Go´mez-Torrecillas, Communicated by C. Kassel.
The H -covariant strong Picard groupoid, page 542-598, Stefan Jansen, Stefan Waldmann,
Communicated by I. Moerdijk.
Functions on the zeroes of dx , page 599-620, James J. Faran,V, Communicated by
I. Moerdijk.
Representations of finite partially ordered sets over commutative artinian uniserial rings,
page 640-659, David M. Arnold, Daniel Simson, Communicated by I. Reiten.
